
inward
 

While the fute boasts an enormous contemporary repertoire, only a small number of these 
works truly examine the instrument or challenge the performer in a way that breaks new  
ground: rarely do we come across a re-framing of the technical  – and more importantly,  
musical – potental of the fute. However, during the later half of the twenteth century and  
the beginning of the twenty-frst a number of works have been composed for fute which 
have achieved iconoclastc status. Inward humbly outlines these achievements of the major 
composers of our tme, as well as introducing newer works into the circle.  

The repertoire contained on this disc is the result of six years of collaboratons, meetngs and 
confrontatons,  throughout  which  the  works  have  played  a  large  part  in  my  own 
development as a musician. 

Every stage in the producton of this disc has benefted from the unfailing generosity and 
support of composers, musicians and friends. This was crucial to the development of these 
recordings,  partcularly  with  repertoire  which  demands  such  diligence  and  inspiraton  in 
order to come to life.  I would especially like to thank John Crof for helping me realise and  
edit the recordings; David Pearce for his friendship and guidance;  Pontus Langendorf and 
Karin Hellqvist for their musicianship and faith in this project; Jamie Telford for the use of his 
studio; John Hails for the programme notes for  Unity Capsule and  Inward; Mark Ellison for 
the scores, recordings and thoughts. This disc is dedicated to them in thanks.
 

Richard Craig
 



the music

Dominik Karski – Streamforms (2001)

 
The bass fute solo  Streamforms is centred on the exploraton of the instrument’s sound through 
physicality of performance: the focus on the relatonship between player and instrument is the 
primary source of musical substance. The musical territory that the work occupies is that of quasi-
indeterminate and elusive sound-types and tmbres undergoing contnuous transiton; this type of 
material gradually establishes a sound-structure that evolves in a very fuid and organic manner. At 
the core of the work is a preoccupaton with formal shapes that are not absolutely defned, but are  
constantly evolving, while the material remains coherent (though not predictable, or governed by a 
system). The ultmate aim that drives the musical contnuum is the experience of a formal structure 
that constantly remains within the process of becoming … perhaps it is a refecton of the ever-
transforming state of physical beings and their temporary existence.

©2010 Dominik Karski
 
Brian Ferneyhough – Unity Capsule  (1975–6)
 

Unity Capsule partakes, via its ttle, in the alchemicoscientfc theme pervading Ferneyhough’s work 
of  this  period,  but  also  in  the thoroughgoing examinaton,  deconstructon and reassembling of  
material on a multplicity of levels that was, and to stll is to some extent, the composer’s signature 
style. The limitatons of the instrument – an instrument that the composer knows intmately, having 
trained as a fautst himself – determine the boundaries, the hermetc circle that makes sorcery  
possible,  of  the  work,  but  also  form  the  musical  material  from  which  it  is  constructed.
As the composer says, ‘the fute reveals itself as what it uniquely is – its “essence”’. From the Four



Miniatures (1965) to Sisyphus Redux (2009), the fute haunts Ferneyhough’s oeuvre. What the piano 
was to Liszt, and is to Finnissy (an experimental laboratory or confessional booth), to a lesser extent  
the fute is to Ferneyhough, and in Unity Capsule the piece becomes a transformatonal crucible: in 
interview with Richard Toop, the composer describes the act of compositon as transforming or  
refning the composer who writes it.

Fundamentally fawed or cursed seers and oracles loom large throughout Ferneyhough’s output, 
from Cassandra the Trojan prophetess, the insane, world-creatng Adolf Wölfi, to (most recently)  
the tragic Jewish philosopher and aesthetcian Walter Benjamin, heirs alike of Schoenberg’s Moses. 
Just  as  in  the fnal  scene of  Ferneyhough’s  opera  Shadowtime (1999–2004),  where  the drama 
retreats  back  inside the composer’s  skull  as  his  transformed voice  speaks  for  Benjamin and is  
bounced around the auditorium, in Unity Capsule we hear the composer’s ‘voice’ speaking through 
his own instrument, and he himself atempts to speak the unspeakable, express the inexpressible  
(‘O Wort, du Wort das mir fehlt!’). What results is a dizzying, alienatng and painfully human array 
of techniques and sounds which are held together not just by the fute, but also by the fautst. 
Instrument and instrumentalist, performer and composer: all are become one and transformed and 
transfgured by this unity capsule, and, through performance, we the audience are invited to step 
inside the chalk circle and to take the risk of being similarly changed. 

© 2010 John Hails 

Evan Johnson – L’art de toucher le clavecin, 2  (2009)

L’art de toucher le clavecin is the ttle of a famous instructonal pamphlet by François Couperin, the  
master  claveciniste  of  the  French  Baroque,  which  gives  a  concise  but  invaluable  guide  to 
interpretaton, performance, and ornamentaton of the singular keyboard music of that tme and 
place.  The present series of works (one for piccolo solo, this duet, and a third for piccolo with violin  
and  percussion)  forms,  I  suppose,  some  sort  of  oblique  homage  to  Couperin’s  aesthetc  of 
ornamented surface, of a simple ground-gesture that is forced to proliferate if it wants to inhabit a  
space.  Most obviously, there is ‘melodic’ ornamentaton everywhere, not only where one expects  
to see it – in the form of trills, mordents,and other related fgures adorning fundamentally simple  
gestures of pitch and breath – but also in the structure of the piece, which takes the form of a ftful



 and gap-flled fowering of a small stable of ‘stock fgures’.

The purest expression of the aesthetc of ornament in this work, though, is in the role played by the  
violin.   Given its own, somewhat non-specifc set  of ad hoc notatonal conventons, the violin is  
always absolutely subordinate and reactve to the piccolo, in its shadow dynamically, gesturally and 
structurally, playing out a servile dedicaton to flling the spaces that the piccolo suggests and then  
abandons.  The violin exists as ornamentor in a pure sense: it is an intermediary between the bare 
facts of recurrence, restatement and progression that the piccolo proposes as the structure of the 
work and a contnuous temporal surface that it seeks to fll with gesture, to say nothing of lyricism.  
The L’art de toucher le clavecin series was commissioned by Richard Craig and is dedicated to him, 
Karin Hellqvist, and Pontus Langendorf.  Its compositon was supported in part by funds provided by 
a Robert and Margaret MacColl Johnson Fellowship from the Rhode Island Foundaton.

©2010 Evan Johnson



Malin Bång – Alpha Waves (2008)

Hyper-actve intense courses of events, at the same tme as complete stllness and relaxaton. The  
sleep cycle is like a paradox of complex motons and deep tranquillity entwined in one simultaneous 
acton. During the three frst phases of the cycle we are moving from a light and easily disturbed 
sleep, with the typical  appearance of  the brain signals  called alpha waves.   We move gradually 
towards heavy and deep sleep, while the muscle actvity and eye movements slowly disappear.  
During the fourth phase extremely slow brain signals completely take over, but only untl the dream  
sleep suddenly capture us and throws us into its world of chaos and unpredictability.

© 2010 Malin Bång

Salvatore Sciarrino – Venere Che Le Grazie La Fioriscono (1989)
 

Since end of the 1970s, the ttles of Sciarrino’s work's have been somewhat poetc, ofen refering to 
night  pictures  and  mythology:  Allegoria  della  note,  Autoritrato  nella  note,  La  navigazione  
noturna,  Hermes,  Rafgurar Narciso al fonte,  Esplorazione del bianco,  Codus Purpureus. As such, 
these metaphors do not describe the underlying subjects; rather they would like to facilitate access  
to the work, while producing possible cross-references between tonal and cultural archetypes like 
night, silence, space and colours.

The ttle of  the work  is  also atributed to a key  paintng of  the Florentne renaissance,  Sandro 
Botticelli’s famous La Primavera (c. 1478–1485). In it are to be seen, among other things, Venus and 
the three graces. Giorgio Vasari, the ‘father of the European art history’, explained what the graces  
bring to 1568 Botticelli’s compositon of a picture as a ‘Venere, che le grace la foriscono, dinotando  
la Primavera’ (‘the graces bring Venus to blossom, announcing the spring).

The present piece stands alongside the other compositons in Sciarrino’s ouvre for fute, exploring  
the obsessive and ofen teetering on the brink of audibility. In this work, he refers to the fourth 
book of Atc Nights by Aulus Gellius (c. AD 160CE). It is in this chapter that Gellius discusses fatal 
infectons and the way in which the sound of the fute serves as a medicine for many diseases of the 
fesh and spirit.

 © 2010 Richard Craig/Harald Muenz



John Croft  – ...ne l’aura che trema  (2007–10)
 

Afer meetng the ancient poets and philosophers, Dante is guided from the frst circle of hell, with  
its castle and its meadows,  ‘forth from the quiet to the air that trembles’, into the second circle, 
where the excessively passionate are buffeted about in a ‘whirlwind of lovers’ (as William Blake calls 
it). The ttle is thus drawn from the point at which the poet and his guide are crossing from the stll,  
calm,  Appoline world  of  Reason into the tempestuous,  Dyonisian  world  of  those who  ‘subject 
reason to desire’; the trembling of the air is the frst sign of the tempestuous world into which they 
are stepping. While not seeking to illustrate the scene, the piece exists on the border of these two 
worlds, stllness eruptng into convulsions, which recede again into silence. But each also infects the 
other; the quiet sounds are disturbed by tremors, while the violent eruptons reveal moments of 
gentleness (just as Heraclitus, philosopher of fre, lives in the frst circle, and the second is home to  
such noble souls as Tristan and Dido).
 

The piece follows the purist approach of the earlier Sonata for cello and live electronics and the  
more  recent  …mit  schwarzem  Glanz for  viola  and  live  electronics,  whereby  soundfles,  score-
following and the interventon of a computer operator are all forgone in favour of the computer's  
immediate response to the present sound: all available features of the sound are extracted and 
mapped to a complex network of spectral and granular treatments, yielding a kind of extended 
instrument controlled entrely by the fautst. Important to this instrumental use of live electronics 
is a sense of contnuity between fute and electronic treatment, but this does not preclude the 
resultng sounds also enveloping the player in evocaton of the ‘trembling air’ of the ttle.
The work was commissioned by the Scottish Arts Council.

© 2010 John Crof

Richard Barrett – Inward (1994–5)

Inward forms  the  central  ‘core’  of  a  larger  work, Schneebet (1994–5)  for  fute,  bass  recorder, 
hardanger fddle, percussion, soprano and mezzo soprano, setting the poem of the same name by  
Paul Celan from his collecton Sprachgiter (1959). Schneebet itself forms the third movement of 
Barret’s  large-scale  song  setting Opening  of  the  Mouth (1992–7),  a  work  constructed  of  six 
movements,  each  one  constructed  from  smaller  modular  works  which  can  be  performed  



separately. Opening of the Mouth is a meditaton on rituals connectng the living and the dead, and 
the passage from one to the other through the ‘mouth’ of Celan’s poetry, itself a reacton to the 
Holocaust. Barret says that the poetry ‘transmutes the ashes of language into a medium capable of  
its  own  beauty’,  and  the  music  that  he  writes  seeks  to  functon  in  a  similar  fashion.  The  
poem ‘Schneebet’ is full of images of eyes and sight, (snow)blindness and mirage. The ‘snow-bed’ 
of the ttle lies beneath the narrator, and he/she falls into it, through it,  becoming one with it, 
becoming inward.  

Inward is writen over and around a central G-sharp, close to the botom of the fute’s range, with 
the fute taking ‘a soloistc rôle like the speaker of a monologue, against a quivering background of  
percussion sound’. The fute colours and dances around the central pitch, which is echoed by the 
percussionist’s  collecton of  pitched instruments  (tabla,  tubular  bell,  slit  drum,  vibraphone and 
xylophone plates, temple block, Thai gong, Almglocke and rototom), which are all tuned to a G-
sharp.  Out  of  this  hazy  background  overlaid  with  a  stutering,  inartculate  monologue,  more 
threatening sounds emerge – thundersheet, bass drum and a wooden board – that destroy the 
sense of inward peace and unity atained, albeit hesitantly and doubtfully, otherwise, and propel  
the listener out into the reality of the world, the painful legacy of a century of pain and persecuton.

 © 2010 John Hails
 

Richard Craig
with bass flute



the composers

Dominik Karski’s music has been performed in Europe, the USA, and Australia: recent highlights 
include  a  substantal  exposure  of  his  work  by  ELISION  at  the  50th  Warsaw  Autumn  Festval 
(September 2007), in concerts throughout Australia in 2007–8, the 2006 Huddersfeld Festval, and 
at King’s Place in London (2010). Also of signifcance was the performance of his trio  inward by 
Ensemble SurPlus in July 2005, as part of the Internatonal Master Class for Young Composers at the 
Akademie Schloss Solitude in Stutgart, Germany. 

In Australia, Karski’s music has been recognized through awards such as the 2003 Albert H. Maggs 
Compositon  Award  and  the  1998  ABC Young  Composers’  Award,  as  well  as  performances  by 
leading  musicians  such  as  violinist  Elizabeth  Sellars,  percussionists  Peter  Neville  and  Claire 
Edwardes, cellist Geoffrey Gartner, fautsts Kathleen Gallagher and Janet McKay, and ensembles 
ELISION, Libra, and Offspring.

Dominik Karski studied Compositon in Perth and Brisbane with Brian Howard and Steven Cronin. 
Currently  (2010)  he  is  a  PhD  candidate  at  the University  of  Melbourne;  the  PhD project  also 
included studies at the Universität für Musik und darstellende Kunst Wien (Austria) under Chaya 
Czernowin (2006/2007).
 
Brian Ferneyhough was born in Coventry, England on 16 January 1943. He received formal musical 
training at the Birmingham School of Music and the Royal Academy of Music, London. In 1968 he 
was  awarded  the  Mendelssohn  Scholarship,  which  enabled  him  to  contnue  his  studies  in 
Amsterdam with Ton de Leeuw, and the following year obtained a scholarship to study with Klaus 
Huber at the Basel Conservatoire.  

Following  Ferneyhough’s  move  to  mainland  Europe,  his  music  began  to  receive  much  wider  
recogniton. The Gaudeamus Composers’ Competton in Holland awarded Ferneyhough prizes in 
three successive  years  (1968–70)  for  his  Sonatas  for  String Quartet,  Epicycle and Missa  Brevis 
respectvely.  The  Italian  secton  of  the  ISCM  at  its  1972  competton  gave  Ferneyhough  an 
honorable menton (second place) for Firecycle Beta and two years later a special prize for Time and  
Motion Study III which was considered the best work submited in all categories.  Ferneyhough has 
taught compositon at the Musikhochschule in Freiburg, the Civica Scuola di  Musica, Milan, the  
Royal  Conservatoire of The Hague and the University of California,  San Diego.  In January  2000 



Ferneyhough  joined  the  faculty  at  Stanford  University  and  was  named  

William H. Bonsall Professor in Music there shortly aferwards..    Brian Ferneyhough’s frst opera, 
Shadowtime, was premièred in May 2004 at the Munich Biennale to great acclaim. Based on the life 
and work of Walter Benjamin, Shadowtime explores some of the major themes of Benjamin’s work, 
including the nature of language, the possibilites for a transformatonal lefist politcs, and the role 
of materiality in art.
 
Evan Johnson (b. 1980) is an American composer whose music focuses on the physical and bodily 
underpinnings  of  instrumental  performance,  the  ontology  of  tme  and  proporton,  and  the 
structural  potental  of  confictng  repettve  and  canonic  structures.  He  received  his  PhD  in 
compositon in 2006 from the State University of New York at Buffalo, under David Felder, afer 
graduatng from Yale University. He has also been a student at the ‘Voix Nouvelles’ programme of  
Fondaton Royaumont, Acanthes, the Schloss Solitude Sommerakademie, and other internatonal 
compositon seminars.

Johnson’s  music  has  also  been  programmed  and  commissioned  by  a  number  of  internatonal 
contemporary  music  festvals,  among  them  the  Huddersfeld  Contemporary  Music  Festval, 
Darmstadt  Ferienkürse,Witener  Tage  für  neue  Kammermusik,  Bludenzer  Tage  für  zeitgemaße 
Musik, Ensemblia (Mönchengladbach, Germany), and Spitalfelds (London).  Notable performers of 
his  work include ELISION, EXAUDI,  Ensemble SurPlus,  the New London Chamber Choir,  the Art  
Ensemble NRW, 175 East, Cantus Ensemble, Nouvel Ensemble Modern, the Society for New Music, 
Red Light New Music, ensemble chronophonie, and many distnguished soloists in the US, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia.  Also actve as a writer, he has published artcles on the music of Peter Ablinger,  
Aldo Clement, Joel-François Durand, and others.
  
Malin Bång’s music is an exploraton of movement and energy. She defnes her musical material  
according to their amount of fricton to create a spectrum of unpredictable and contrastng actons,  
ranging from the intmate and barely audible to the harsh and obstnate. In her work she ofen  
incorporates sound objects to explore a rich sound world and to suggest that a musical content can  
be constructed by anything valuable to the artstc purpose. 



Malin Bång’s work includes music for ensembles, orchestra,  staged music, electronic music and 
performance  pieces,and  she  is  composer-in-residence  with  the  Stockolm-based  experimental  

ensemble Curious Chamber Players.  Other collaboratons and commissions  of  her work  include 
ensemble  recherche  at  Witener  Tage  für  Neue  Kammermusik  (DE),  Ensemble  Mosaik  (DE),  
Ensemble  SurPlus  at  Schloss  Solitude  in  Stutgart  (DE),  Ensemble  Cairn  (FR)  and  Ensemble 
Contrechamps (CH) at Royaumont (FR). At the Darmstadt Ferienkurse she was in 2010 awarded  
both the Staubach Honoraria and the Stpendienpreis for her ensemble-work Turbid Motion. 

Malin Bång resides in Stockholm, Sweden, and has pursued her studies at the Academy of Music in  
Piteå,  Universität  der Künste  i  Berlin,  the Royal  Academy of  Music in Stockholm, the Göteborg 
University and in master  classes and courses with professors  such as Brian Ferneyhough, Chaya 
Czernowin, Gérard Grisey, Philippe Capdenat, Walter Zimmermann, and Ole Lützow Holm.

Salvatore Sciarrino began to compose when he was twelve, Sciarrino considers the works before  
1966 as immature works of apprentceship, for it is afer that his personal style came to the fore.  
There is something truly special about this music: it induces a different way of listening, projectng a 
thrilling awareness of reality and of the self.

Since 1983 he was been living in Umbria. His music was published by Ricordi from 1969 to 2004,  
afer which point the exclusive rights passed to Rai Trade. He has also held courses of specializaton 
and master classes: partcularly worth mentoning are those of Cità di Castello from 1979 to 2000. 
Between  1978  and  1980  he  was  artstc  director  of  the  Teatro  Comunale  of  Bologna.  An 
Academician of Santa Cecilia (Rome), Academician of the Fine Arts of Bavaria and Academician of  
the Arts (Berlin),  he has won numerous prizes, the most recent ones being the Prince Pierre de 
Monaco (2003)  and the prestgious Premio Internazionale Feltrinelli  (2003).  He is also  the frst  
winner of the new Musikpreis Salzburg (2006).

John Croft (b.  1971)  studied philosophy and music at the Victoria University of Wellington, and 
compositon and music cogniton at the University of Shefeld. He has a PhD from the University of  
Manchester, where he studied with John Casken, and is a Laureate of the Jurgenson Foundaton of  
Moscow. He is  currently Senior  Lecturer  in Music at  Brunel University,  West London. His music  
draws on the spectral propertes of sounds as the basis for harmonic and temporal structures. Since 



2006 his work has focused on the use of live electronics in ways that extend rather than obscure the 
bodily  relatonship  between  performer  and  sound;  in  additon  to  the  work  on  this  disc,  

examples  include  Sonata  (la  terra  lagrimosa...una  luce  vermiglia) (2006)  for  cello  and  live 
electronics and  …mit schwarzem Glanz (2010) for viola and live electronics. He also teaches and 
writes on the philosophy of music. 

Born  in  1959  in  Swansea,  Wales,  Richard  Barrett gained  an  honours  degree  in  Genetcs  and 
Microbiology  from  UCL  before  studying  compositon  privately  with  Peter  Wiegold  and  also  at  
Darmstadt with Brian Ferneyhough and Hans Joachim Hespos.  In 2005 his BBC commission for  
Symphony Orchestra NO was one of the works nominated for the BBC Radio 3 Listeners’ Award, and 
his 1994 work Vanity has been internatonally acclaimed as one of the most important orchestral 
scores of the 1990s. He taught electronic compositon and performance in the Insttute of Sonology 
at the Royal Conservatory in The Hague from 1996 to 2001; during 2001–02 he was a guest of the 
DAAD Berlin Artsts’ Programme, and has lived in Berlin since then, except for the period 2006-09  
when he was a research professor at Brunel University in London. Of  central  importance is  his 
collaboraton with Elision Ensemble, for whom he has writen  Another heavenly  day (1989–90), 
negatives (1988–92),  Opening  of  the  Mouth (1992–97),  transmission (1996–99),  and  several 
improvisatonal  projects,  as  well  as  the  evening-long  DARK  MATTER (1990–2003)  for  Elision 
together with the Norwegian Cikada Ensemble and installaton artst Per Inge Bjørlo.

Barret  is also a dedicated performer and, together with Roger Redgate, founded the UK based 
Ensemble  Exposé  (and  acted  as  co-director  from  its  foundaton  in  1984  untl  1993).  He  also  
contnues his 23-year collaboraton with Paul Obermeyer in the electronic duo FURT and performs  
regularly  with  vocalist  Ute  Wassermann,  saxophonist  Evan  Parker,  cellist  Arne  Deforce  and 
numerous ensembles from both compositonal and improvisatonal areas, including the FURT-based 
vocal/instrumental/electronic  octet  fORCH,  which  gave  its  frst  performances  in  Germany  and 
Switzerland in late 2005. 



the performers

Since the beginning of his professional career in 2004, Richard Craig has quietly established himself 
as one of the leading interpreters of contemporary music in his generaton, initatng new works 
and extending the expressive range of the fute. His dedicaton to realising works of the avantgarde 
and developing new repertoire has led him to be invited to perform with ensembles Klangforum 
Wien and MusikFabrik, and to tour extensively performing in some of the most prestgious festvals 
such as MaerzMusik, Vienice Biennale, Witener Musiktage, Warsaw Autumn, ULTIMA and Festval  
d’Automne. 

Richard was born in Glasgow, Scotland, and studied fute at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music 
and Drama with Richard Blake and Sheena Gordon. Graduatng in 2003, he contnued his studies 
(supported by the Scottish Internatonal Educatonal Trust  and a Dewar Arts award) at the CNR 
Strasbourg  with  Mario  Caroli  and  Claire  Gentlhomme.  In  2006  he  received  a  “diplôme  de 
spécialisaton” from the CNR de Strasbourg, achieving ‘unanimité et felicitatons du jury’. During  
this tme Richard also received guidance from Pierre-Yves Artaud.

Richard  has  worked  with  composers  Brian  Ferneyhough,  Beat  Furrer,  James  Dillon,  Salvatore 
Sciarrino,  Kaija  Saariaho,  Richard  Barret,  Helmut  Lachenmann  and  musicians  such  as  Emilio 
Pomarico, Enno Poppe, Stefan Asbury, Barry Guy, Roberto Fabbriciani and Rohan de Saram. Recent 
broadcasts  include WDR Colone,YLE Finland,  Radio  France,  Radio  Nacional  de  España,  Swedish 
Radio, ARTE, and Icelandic RUV.

He has given classes and workshops to musicians and composers around the world, an actvity that  
he  sees  as  vital  to  the  music  of  our  tme.  In  2010,  Richard  was  appointed  Visitng  Fellow  in 
Performance at the University of Aberdeen and he was awarded an arbetesstpendium from the  
Swedish Arts Grant Authority for 2009/10 in recogniton for his work in contemporary music.
www.richardcraig.net

Pontus Langendorf studied at the Royal College of music in Stockholm, graduatng in 2006 from the 
chamber music diploma. Already during his studies he established himself as a freelance musician 
performing with orchestras such as the Stockholm Royal Opera orchestra and the Royal Stockholm 
Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as new music groups such KeN. In 2010 he became a member of  
the renowned percussion ensemble KROUMATA and has performed with the group throughout  
Europe and Scandinavia. He currently resides in Stockholm.



 

Violinist  Karin Hellqvist was educated at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm, the Universität 
der Künste in Berlin, and the Norwegian Academy of Music in Oslo. She is currently studying at the 
Royal  College  of  Music  in  London  for  an  Artst  Diploma in  Performance.   She  is  also  studying 
privately  with  Melise  Mellinger,  violinist  of  German  Ensemble  Recherche.  She is  engaged  in 
contemporary music of all kinds and permanent member in several ensembles for contemporary 
music such as Oslo Sinfonieta, neoN in Norway, and Curious Chamber Players in Sweden. Her work  
has been recognized by several major benefactors, for example the Dobloug Foundaton of Norway, 
German  RWE  Dea  and  the  45th Internatonal  Summer  Course  for  Contemporary  Music  in 
Darmstadt. She has performed at festvals such as Prèsences Paris, ULTIMA, Oslo, Venezia Biennale,  
Warsaw Autumn, Nordic Music Days and for Nuovo Virtuoso in Tokyo.
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